
The MC10000/10001 can only communicate with a 32bit PC, it cannot communicate with a 
64bit PC, regardless of what software (Customizer, Digitizer, or EasyTransfer) you are trying to 
send the design from. Your Memory Craft was introduced during the time when only 32bit 
computers were available.  Even with this incompatibility, you are still able to use your 
MC10000/1 by saving your .jef files direct to a compact flash card.  If you are not familiar with 
this method, here is what you will need: 
 
(If your PC is a 32bit, please let me know, I can send you instructions for the USB connection) 
 
Your local authorized Janome dealer can order the following for you: 
 
Compact flash card (ATA card) – 512mb or smaller.  Usually the dealers have either 64mb, 
128mb, or 512mb in stock, or they may need to order it from Janome if they do not have it in 
stock. 
 

(dealer may have different brand) 
 
 
Compact flash card adapter – this is a metal sleeve that your compact flash card will slide into, 
and together as a unit will fit properly into the side of your MC10000/1. 
 

(dealer may have different brand) 
 
 
The card reader/writer can be purchased from your local computer retailer: 
 
You will need to attach the compact flash card to your computer, some computers have card 
slots.  If yours does not, you will need to purchase a USB card reader.  This can be purchased 
from a local computer store.  Some card readers have multiple slots, one of these slots needs to 
accommodate a compact flash card.   
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(brands will vary) slots, one of these slots needs to 

accommodate a compact flash card.   

 

 

  (brands will vary) 

 
 
 
You will need to format the card in the Memory Craft if you do not see the appropriate folder(s) 
on the Compact Flash card.  You do this by inserting the CF card in the machine and touching 
the Set mode button.  Scroll forward until you see Format ATA Card touch the Yes button – this 
will place the correct folders/sub folder on the card in order for the machine to be able to read 
the designs from the card. 
 
You only have to do this one time; If you own a MC10000 v 3 or MC10001, folders Embf5 
through Embf16 will be setup on your card, now you can write designs to the card from your pc: 

  
I find an easy way to setup the folders on the compact flash card is to do the following: 
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With the flash card in the MC10000, open a built-in design, now touch the “edit” mode.  In edit, 
there will be an icon of a folder with an arrow going into it, this is the “save” function.  When 
you touch this, you will have the choice to save to the ATA card, you will have a choice to 
rename the design file, then save the design to the card. 
 
Once you take the card to your PC, you will see the folders and you will see the file that you had 
just saved to the card.  This will be different depending on the version of MC10000 that you 
have.  Below are the specifics for the versions of MC10000:  
 

Memory Craft 10001 version 3.0 use folders Embf5 through Embf16 These 
machines are compatible with compact flash cards sizes 512mb or smaller.   
 
Please note that you may need to purchase a USB card reader in order to write the designs to 
your compact flash (ATA) card.  

 
To write the design to the ATA card on your computer: 
 
1.  Insert the flash media into your computer. 
2.  Launch My Computer or Windows Explorer.  Find the design on your computer that you 
want to write to the flash media.  Right click on the design to get a pop-up menu.  Click Copy. 
3.  Maneuver to drive letter for your ATA media.  Double-click on it, you will see a total of 12 
folders; Embf5 through Embf16.  Choose which folder you would like to paste your design into, 
then right-click on that folder and choose paste to place your design into the folder. 
 
This is how the flash card will look when properly setup when saving .jef files for the  
MC10000/MC10001 V3.0: 
 



 
 

 

 

To read the design on the MC10001 V3.0: 
 
1.  Remove the flash media from your computer.  Insert it into the MC10001.   
2.  Touch Embroidery Mode key.   
3.  Touch the Open mode key. 
4.  Touch ATA Memory. 
5.  Choose one of the Embf5 through Embf16 folders to choose your design.  
 
 
 

MC10000 V2.21 or lower: 
 
You will need to format the card in the Memory Craft if you do not see the appropriate folder(s) 
on the Compact Flash card.  You do this by inserting the CF card in the machine and touching 
the Set mode button.  Scroll forward until you see Format ATA Card touch the Yes button – this 
will place the correct folders/sub folder on the card in order for the machine to be able to read 
the designs from the card. 
 
You only have to do this one time; the folder EMB_FILE will now be setup on your card for your 
MC10000 v2.21 or lower –  



 
I find an easy way to setup the folders on the compact flash card is to do the following: 
 
With the flash card in the MC10000, open a built-in design, now touch the “edit” mode.  In edit, 
there will be an icon of a folder with an arrow going into it, this is the “save” function.  When 
you touch this, you will have the choice to save to the ATA card, you will have a choice to 
rename the design file, then save the design to the card. 
 
Once you take the card to your PC, you will see the folders and you will see the file that you had 
just saved to the card.  This will be different depending on the version of MC10000 that you 
have.  Below are the specifics for the versions of MC10000:  
 

If your Memory Craft is a MC10000, version 2.21 or lower, the folder created on 
the card will be called EMB_FILE.  These machines are compatible with compact 
flash cards sizes 512mb or smaller.   
 
Please note that you may need to purchase a USB card reader in order to write the designs to 
your compact flash (ATA) card.  

 
To write the design to the ATA card on your computer: 
 
1.  Insert the flash media into your computer. 
2.  Launch My Computer or Windows Explorer.  Find the design on your computer that you 
want to write to the flash media.  Right click on the design to get a pop-up menu.  Click Copy. 
3.  Maneuver to drive letter for your ATA media.  Double-click on it, you will see the folder 
called EMB_FILE.  Choose the file or files you would like on your card, right-click to copy the 
file(s), then right-click on EMB_FILE and choose paste to place your design into the folder. 
 
This is how the flash card will look when properly setup  
 

MC10000 version 2.21 or lower – save .jef files to the EMB_FILE folder. 

 
 

To read the design on the MC10000: 
 
1.  Remove the flash media from your computer.  Insert it into the MC10000.   
2.  Touch Embroidery Mode key.   
3.  Touch the Open mode key. 
4.  Touch ATA Memory. 



5.  Touch EMB_FILE to choose your design.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


